


Success Criteria

Aim
• To apply online safety rules to real-life scenarios. 

• I can explain how to stay safe online.
• I can give an example of unsafe online behaviour and the possible 

consequences.
• I can explain how to apply online safety rules to a given scenario.
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What could be the possible consequences of not following good Internet 
safety practices in each of these areas?



Incredible Ideas

Think about one of these areas of online safety:
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Talk about the possible things that could go wrong in your chosen area 
if someone did not follow Internet safety rules. Write your ideas down.Example: Someone might get scammed if they clicked on a link.



Possible Problems

You will be creating a comic strip about how to stay safe online. You 
will plan what your comic strip will be about.

Who? Where?

What? When?

How?

Let's look at an example of a situation where someone has not stayed 
safe online.



Possible Problems

What online activity is the character taking part in?

Bob is checking his email.

Bob is checking for any 
messages from his friends 
and family.

Why are they taking part in the activity?What does the character do wrong?

He spots an email telling him 
that he can have free pizza for 
a year. He opens the email 
and clicks on a link.



Possible Problems

What happens because of their unsafe online behaviour?

The link downloads a virus to 
his family computer. The virus 
deletes all the files on the 
computer and the computer 
no longer works.

How do they feel now?

Bob feels guilty for breaking 
the computer. He also feels very 
worried that his family will be 
cross with him.

What should they do now to avoid the situation getting worse? 

Bob should tell his parents 
straight away and explain 
what has happened. He 
shouldn’t click anything else 
on the computer.



Possible Problems

What should the character do next time they are doing this activity?

Bob should check the subject and the sender of the email carefully 
before he opens the email. If the email has been sent from a strange or 
unknown email address, or the subject sounds too good to be true, he 
should move the email to his junk folder without opening it.
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Plan Your Problem

In your groups, answer each question to plan your 
own idea for your comic strip.

• What online activity is the character taking part in? 

• Why are they taking part in the activity? 

• What does the character do wrong? 

• What happens because of their unsafe online 
behaviour? 

• How do they feel now?

• What should they do now to avoid the situation 
getting worse?

• What safe online behaviour should the character 
do next time they are doing the same activity?



Put Your Plan on Paper

Now write down your plan, making 
sure you have answered each question.

Your plan will be used to create 
your comic strip in the next lesson.

In the first box, think of a terrific 
title for your comic.


